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About This Game

Tiny Troopers puts you in command of a team of small soldiers. Guide them through 30 deadly missions with varied objectives:
destroy enemy armoured formations, save hostages and eliminate enemy generals, to name but just a few.

Your troopers will face enemy infantry, snipers, technicals and even tanks. The casualty rate is going to be high but there’s an
endless supply of fresh recruits to step up and fill the ranks. Those lucky troopers who survive from mission to mission will be

promoted, and each new stripe they gain makes them tougher.

To increase your troopers’ chances of survival, use Command Points to give them better equipment, reinforce their team with a
specialist like machine gunner, medic or delta force and call in support drops during missions. War might be hell but this is the

funniest way to fight in one!
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The safe way to fight in a war: you won't end up in a body bag.

Lead your troopers in 30 deadly missions with varied objectives.

Face enemies from infantry to snipers and tanks.

Reinforce your squad with specialists like machinegunner, medic and delta force.

Keep your troopers alive: they get better after each new rank they gain.

Give War a Chance!
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I was quite surprised and emotional to see this old classic on Steam. I have played it many years ago. So of ocurse this was a
must get for me.

The storyline is fun, graphics are decent, considered the age of the game. I am happy with it, Oh, and it also works out of the
box with Steam Play!

This will cause me probably spending several hours in game during the next days.. Recommended? Yes!
Out of 5? About 3.5

Cyberhunt is an arcade style shooter that is ultimatley an achievment hunters wet dream. 500 achievments and all very easy to
do! With the hours I am on at the moment I am about 3/4 a way through to completion.

The controls can be clunky with the keyboard so I do highly recommend using a controller.

The game is just simple doesn't require any serious thought, it's just very relaxed and in the markets we have for games now this
is hugley appreciated, sometimes a chill out game like this is appreciated.

Under £1 for a game like this is worth it as I assume to many 89p is nothing, great for achievments, passes time nicely DL and
enjoy. :). This game has pixel graphics that aren't the best. The gameplay completely obliterates this minor drawback. Its the
best tower defense game I've ever played! Completely sucked in my attention like the game's blackhole trap.

The gradually increasing difficulty in the game is superb. I like how new dungeons unlock and may be too difficult to ace
initially. Doesn't get repetitive unless you want to replay a particular dungeon map. New mob types appear regularly. These keep
things challenging and fresh.

The loot which drops gives you many options. Some of the rarest can help a good amount. Many times I'll ponder if I should
concentrate on stacking particular effects or go with that really nice last drop.

The skill tree is also good for some thought. I went for maximising my experience income but this was a tough call. Delayed
reward?
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Think the physics are a key feature of this game. Who would of thought that a pixel graphics game would make such a great use
of physics simulation. This game was well woth the money spent.. Free content. Another great zigsaw puzzle game. This time
with a little zombie TD (which you can turn off) throw in for extra intensity.. Note: I played the fan translation a long time ago,
but I replayed this VN before this review. I got all of the good endings, but none of the bad ones. As I absolutely fail at rhythm
games and set it at autoplay, I can't review the rhythm game aspects and will review it as a visual novel.

Where to start? Well, let's start with the most technical aspects and go on from there.

Art: Character art is a hit and miss and a bit on the overly moe side. However, the backgrounds are very artistic and detailed.
The overly moe style of the major characters interestingly contrast with the rainy atmosphere of the backgrounds and the side
characters, which may or may not be intentional. I think it works well though.

Sound: Beautiful. There isn't a huge soundtrack, but what soundtrack is there perfectly embodies the character they represent.
Voice actors are great too and are good singers.

Setting: Extremely unique. There aren't many stories that take place in a musical college in an eternally rainy Italian city after
all. The genre for this tale is best considered magical realism with the story focusing mostly on the realistic aspects of the setting
rather than the magical aspects. It deserves a look for that alone, honestly speaking.

Pacing: Excellent. While the length is about 20 hours, which is a bit short for a VN of this price, that does mean that the VN
doesn't meander over useless details. Despite being almost entirely slice of life, it doesn't really get boring and flows smoothly
and steadily for the most part. There are some hiccups in the end of a couple of the routes, but they are largely minor.

Characters: Every character with a sprite is well developed rather than being some exaggerated archetype. Not every character
will be likable necessarily, partly because some are clearly meant to be unlikable and partly because of personal taste, but they
all have their own interesting story to tell and multiple sides to their personalities. It's to the point that rereading the VN after
learning the character's personality and catching the foreshadowing is a joy in and of itself.

Routes: The Lise and Fal routes are the two routes that are usually recommended to be played first. They are the least good
routes of the VN, partially because of the aforementioned hiccups in pacing though mostly because the primary route is that
much better. The Torta route ends suddenly, but that's because it's primarily set up for a new route that is unlocked after playing
the Lise, Fal, and Torta routes. That route is often considered the most impactful route and honestly speaking, its true ending
would have sufficient for wrapping up the game neatly. Many fans of this visual novel would consider it to be their favorite
route for good reason.

However, my favorite route is the one that is unlocked after that. It has a different atmosphere from the rest of the visual novel
and provides a nice contrast to the other routes. Because of that contrast, it's magnificient even if that route may not be the
generally considered the most impactful or necessary. Occasionally, there are people that say that playing that final route is
unnecessary, but it's best to try it on your own and see what you think.

td;lr If you're a visual novel fan, I recommend buying and trying it out.. Grapple Force Rena has a lot of heart and style, and I’m
a big fan of the developer, but I can’t recommend buying this. The game stars Rena, a character who dreams of becoming a hero
after receiving a mysterious item that only she can use. Rena’s singular ability to is to grapple: she can swing across the ceiling,
scale walls, and drag and throw objects. You meet other characters who have items that give them abilities like shooting beams,
flying, and opening portals. You only ever play as Rena (though other characters do assist from time to time).

Because of the lack of a direct attack, combat is awkward. You need to either throw enemies into each other (instant kill) or
against walls (usually twice) to kill them. Boss battles play out predictably: either the boss or the environment will offer up
something for you to grab and fling at the boss. Since Rena is all about grappling, several stages give you things like puzzles or
item gathering as goals to mix things up.

My main problem with the game is that navigating levels starts to get painful after the first world. It’s not fluid and it’s not fun. I
started getting flashbacks of the secret hunting I did with the grappling item in Axiom Verge, and that’s not a compliment. The
levels where you have to collect things are the worst because you have to check every corner of the level and lug stuff around,
all while dealing with the unwieldy combat.
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Try the demo and decide for yourself, but keep in mind that the enemies and level complexity increase significantly over the
course of the game.. It's great if you are a really Scania fan :D
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A pretty straight foward game. Collect "chips" to complete a level while solving various puzzles using a small array of itmes and
color coded keyes. Great game for nostalgia at the very least if you have seen this game YEARS ago.. The best visual novel I
ever played! I never found any story with such mind blowing plot, most beautiful character development, and best love story i've
ever known. the BGM is also very catchy and lovely.. I play this instead of Fortnite. Love the style. Well I must say Challenging
but acurate! well done another UK Old school Line not fictional great to see! I would very much recommend! I'm about half
way on scenarios would rate 9\/10, another great aspect is the detail including the multiple complexed rail layout with the
compatability of quick drive any Consist! Obviously a few glitches updates will sort them but nothing major! Meaning the HUD
Line few missing gaps but does not affect driverability.. Pros.
I would recommend this game if you enjoy playing alone, or having a friend over to play with you. The game gives you an
arcade feel, and fun to mess around on.

Cons.
The only con to this game is there is no online multiplayer. If there was online multiplayer the price of the game would be
justified.. There are some really good parts to the three stories in Entre-Deux: Cursed but they only show themselves a little bit.
They feel a bit rushed in many parts which is sad because they seem to have a great deal of lore to them. That is almost part of
the issue. Much of the lore is not explained or not explained very much. Terms, places, religions, there is a whole world going
on in these stories but I haven\u2019t the faintest idea what this world is most of the time. The soundtrack is good, a bit
repetitive but good none the less. The Entre-Deux story was by far the best of the bunch. Dark Fairies and Cursed Queen was
also decent. Witch and Seimoya was easily the weakest. It lacked any real chocies to make to affect the story. All 3 sufffered
from a turn based combat part in which you have no control over which moves are used which makes the entire battle random
and out of your hands. This should have been scrapped or the player should be given more choice in the combat like a real turn
based strategy game. It was infuriating to have to redo one battle three times due to no fault of my own.

\tI played Entre-Deux: Cursed on Linux on version 2.0 of the game. It never crashed on me once. I didn\u2019t encounter any
typos or spelling errors. It supported manual saves and plenty of slots for them. I finished all three stories in a total of 32
minutes. I am not against short games if it provides a good experience but the developer should have taken a bit more time to
flesh out the stories more given all of the background details and so they didn\u2019t feel so rushed. I paid $2.29 CAD for it
and while that isn\u2019t much money it still feels a bit light for content. There are a lot of visual novels out there which offer a
better story, more choices and similar cost. I think the developer shows potential with this and hopefully their other games hit
the mark better.

My Score: 5.5\/10

My System:

AMD Ryzen 5 2600X | 16GB DDR4-3000 CL15 | MSI RX 580 8GB Gaming X | Mesa 18.3.3 | Manjaro Mate | Kernel
4.20.11-1-MANJARO
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